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GIRARD'S INSECTS.* Tllis is a French work modelled after a 
similar-plan to Packard's Guide, but much more pretentious and 
less convenient for daily use ; like the latter, it contains special 
reference to injurious insects and will prove of particular value to 
agriculturists. 

The introductory portion covers two hundred and forty pages 
and is divided into eight sections: i. e., on definitions, on the an- 
atomical and physiological study of the functions; on the nervous 
system; on instinct and intelligence; the chase and preservation 
of insects ; on paleontology ; on geographical distribution ; and 
on species and classification. Nearly half of the introduction is 
devoted to the second section (on the functions) which includes 
also mnuch that is of great interest to the general student. We 
naturally look for twenty pages on animal heat, where the reader 
will find the result of Mr. Girard's researches in very convenient 
form. A long chapter is devoted to the mode of collecting and 
preserving insects and the introductions is terminated by a list of 
important entomological works. 

In the special part of the work the author defines in general 
language the characteristic features of the larger groups, and 
under each gives brief descriptions of the principal genera ; species 
are not treated at length unless they are injurious; thus fifteen 
pages are given to the cockchafer. The history and habits of the 
insects are briefly described, so that the work becomes a running 
commenltary upon the principal forms of beetles; our own ac- 
quaintance with Coleoptera is insufficient- to enable us to judge 
how carefully the later sources of information have been gleaned, 
but thee is no reference whatever to LeCo'nte's views of the po- 
sition and value of the Rhynchophora. 

The plates accompanying the volume, except the first six, which 
are anatomical, are confined to Coleoptera, and with a single ex- 
ception are the same as those published yeaPs since in. Guenrin's 
' Iconographie d4i Regne animal," but a few figures have been re- 
placed by new illustrations. References to the plates ale made 
throughout tile work, but we miss a connected reference to any but 

* Les Insectes. Trait6 el0mentaiie dceintom-ologie comprenantlt lhistoire dsesp ces 
tiles et de leurs produits, des esplces nuisibles et les nsoyens db les detruire; l'Ptudc 
des metamorphoses et des micetirs les procCdeus de chasse et de conservation; par Mau- 
rice Girard. Introduction, Colopt~re?, avec atlas de 60) planches pp. viii, 840. 8vo. 
Paris, 1873. 
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those which treat of anatomy. There is also no index. These 
defects will doubtless be remedied at the close of the whole work, 
which must continue through several volumes. -S. H. S. 

SOLAR PHYSICs.- Our geological readers will feel an interest 
in a work by one of the pioneers in the new series of researches 
on the nature of the sun, which have tended to take astronomy 
out of the exhet sciences and place it on a rank with its sister 
-science, biology. The work is largely an essay on cosmical geol- 
ogy. In many ways it commends itself to the geologist and biol- 
ogist, and is a fresh illustration of the close connection existing 
between the various branches of physical science. It is divided 
into two parts: I. A popular account of inquiries into the physical 
constitution of the sun, with special reference to recent spectro- 
scopic researches; and II. Communications to the Royal Society 
of London, and the French Academy of Sciences, with notes. 

The first part is naturally of more general interest, embracing 
topics of which the following are some of the subjects:-What is 
a Sun; The telescopic Appearance of the Sun; The Sun as a 
Type of the material Universe; The Place of life in a Universe 
of Energy; The Atmosphere of the Sun, and several chapters on 
the Eclipse. The style is clear and interesting, while the spirit of 
the writer is sanguine and bold, such as has marked the editorial 
conduct of "Nature," in which journal some of these essays have 
appeared. 

Certainly the author has reason to thank his publishers for the 
sumptuous appearance of the volume, taking rank as it does with 
the most beautiful works of a similar nature that have appeared 
recently in England and France. All devout astronomers should, 
as becoming their profession, thank heaven for the 'appearance of 
so fair and enticing a work, which will win its way to the warm 
appreciation Of many a non-astronomical reader. 

THE BIRTH OF CHEMISTRY.t-This little book is a reprint of an 
interesting series of papers which have appeared in "Nature." 
It is a resume of the earlier history of chemistry, before it 
became a science, from the times of the early Greek philosophy 

* Contriblltions to.Solar Physics. By J. Norman Lockyer, London, Macmillan and 
(Jo. 1874. 8vo. pp. 676. With colored plates and numerous woodcuts. $10.00. 

t The Birth of Chemistry. By G. F. Rodwell. With numerous illustrations. Nature 
Series. London, Macmillan and Co., 1874. 12mo., pp. 135. $1.25. 
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